
Part 2 - True Constitution Why The Flag?   

 

INVOCATION:  Beloved Heart of Freedom, Living Eternal Vibrations of the ‘I AM’ One 

in Divine Love, We Are the Focus of Its Flame Transformed Through Each Cell Into 

Divine Light.  We Decree Within Every Organ of Our Body Is the Divine Light Code of 

God Power, Love and Wisdom.  We Call Upon the Elementals, Devas and Angelic Host, 

Ascended Masters, The Maha Chohan and Lady Pallas Athena, The Great Divine 

Director and St. Germain and Lady Portia, Master Jesus and Lady Magda, Beloved 7 

Mighty Elohim and Eloah, as well as the Mighty 5 Secret Rays, the Blessings of Your 

Lifestream, the Sevenfold Blue Flame to Strengthen and Protect Every Divine Quality 

Within All Lifestreams here upon Earth.  Great Central Sun Magnets’ Love, The Karmic 

Board of Directors, You Are the Activities of Love from the Great Central Sun, Flow Into 

and Dissolve All human conditions of the World, Everything that Is not the Love of 

Eternal Light Perfection In Accordance with God’s Divine Will and Cosmic Law.  Raise, 

Raise, Raise and Illumine the Atomic Structure of the Body Temples of Humanity and 

the Atmosphere Around Them.  ‘I AM’ the Great Creative Word and Universe, the Gift 

of Its Power, Intelligence, and Creative Manifestation.  We Call Upon God’s Invincible 

Great Cosmic Heart Flame to Pour Forth Its Love to the Earth, and Raise All Into the 

Great Central Sun Magnets’ Love.   

‘Let There Be Light in This One World Nation’!  

'Let There Be Love in This One World Nation’!  

'Let The Peace of God Become the Governing Power of Truth In This One Wor ld Nation’! 

'Let The Joy and Freedom of the People Be That Peace and  

Create Heaven Upon and Within This 'I AM' One World Nation'!  

‘‘I AM' The Heart of This One World Nation’!  

Maha Chohan:  Beloved Spirits of Immortal Truth, I wish to begin this Series of Discourses 

with a little background information for the benefit of those Dear Souls who will be 

Magnetized to the ‘I AM’ One World Nation, even if it is by notion at first, so they may receive 

the feeling of why this New World Nation Idea has been placed in a Divine Plan to make 

manifest.  For without some sort of explanation many will come, and not feel moved enough 

to make the changes within their lives that such a Mighty Opportunity is Offering them here.  

Many who may come will have no conceptualization of what a One World Nation means and 

therefore will only see this potential as a dream for others to make manifest sometime in the 

future.   



The Truth is that Dream is now a Reality, Thanks to the Efforts of so many New World Servers 

Now United and Uniting within a much more cohesive way!  It is for this reason that the New 

Symbolic Gesture of a Simple ‘I AM’ One World Nation Flag was Born and WILL Be Used to 

Fortify this Creative Endeavour, in a most worldly and unpretentious way.  A Symbol of the 

Presence of God, The Creator’s Freedom, Liberty and Abundance for all.  All without a single 

word being spoken! 

“That is impossible”, you will hear people say!  So many will deny this potential and cast it 

away with the back of their hands, without a second thought.  However, if any of these Dear 

Hearts would take just a moment to ‘Feel’ into this Simple, yet Auspicious Flag; this, Golden 

Mean Ratio - Turquoise and White Piece of Cloth, Flying in the wind, stationary upon a wall, 

hidden in a cupboard and even held within a bag within the hands of its Guardian; they will 

Feel Something, never before Felt within the history of mankind’s manifestation of churches, 

hospitals, schools, towns, cities or civilizations, from a Flag, that will, when embraced 

consciously or unconsciously, with eyes seen or Unseen, will find something quite profound 

happen within their Soul Connection with their human presence at a Monadic Level.   

This Opportunity to Unite Mankind and the Whole of the Human Race has come from a Divine 

Inspiration through unascended beings, who through their own Volitions have Seen through 

the Eyes of God, that nothing is ever what it seems here upon Earth.  So, if you have found 

your way to read or listen to this Discourse, please Understand that in one way or another 

your Presence here has been Divinely Orchestrated, to see, hear and feel the Power of 

Influence, that a single thought can make, when made Manifest in Accordance with God’s Will 

and Cosmic Law.  Nothing is impossible to God, and therefore nothing is impossible to 

mankind, when Creatively Expressed through the ‘I AM’ Presence and through the Cosmic 

Laws of Divine Precipitation.  I will get into this further, as We Unite Together in this brief 

Treatise on Why the ‘I AM’ One World Nation Flag expands! 

For those who do not know Me or have never heard of Me I will begin with a brief description 

of My Authority, Office and Divine God Qualities for the Administration, Support and 

Guidance of not only Humanity and the Earth as a Whole, but also All Elementals, Devas and 

Angelic Host, Who Are Responsible for ANY physical and Invisible manifestation here in this 

Solar System. 

Beloved Spirits of Immortal Truth, I Am the 4th Maha Chohan since the Beginning of human 

embodiment upon the Planet, and I have come Accompanied by My Beloved Divine Consort 

Lady Pallas Athena.  ‘I AM’ the Representative of the Holy Spirit Comfort Flame and ‘I AM’ the 

Over Lighting Chohan of All Seven Chohans of the Seven Rays, along with the 5 Secret Rays.  

My Qualities are Power, Love, Wisdom, Purity, Healing, Service, Freedom and much more!  ‘I 

AM’ the Over Lighting Director of the Entire Elemental Kingdoms; and it is My Authority that 

Shines upon All manifestations in Nature.  I Draw and Supply the Energy Used in all Nature 

and by mankind.  I Also Magnetize the Radiation and Power from the Solar Sun, while I 

Administer In Service the various forms of culture and civilizations through the minds of 



embodied individuals, so they may unfold and develop According with God’s Divine Plan.  In 

All Faith and Trust, you can now begin to Accept and Understand that by My ‘Forcefield’, My 

‘Essence’ and ‘Pressure of Radiation’, Being here to Speak with you again now, is My 

Endorsement for this Divine Plan for the ‘I AM’ One World Nation and Flag equally. 

So why have I Addressed you all again today as I have done in the past, as Beloved Spirits of 

Immortal Truth?  I Address you thus, because each one of you is a ‘Spirit of Truth in Essence’, 

because Only Truth Lives Eternally, and the very fact that your Presence in the Universe has 

been Guaranteed Immortality, Signifies to Life, that is all Life including every man, woman 

and child, Elemental, Deva and Angelic Host, are a Spirit of Truth.  That with which ‘you’ have 

consciously clothed this ‘Essence’, may be less than Truth, but in a flash, in the Flame of 

Purification, the accretions of the ages can become ash, and the Divine Image in which you 

were Created from the Bosom of the Eternal Father’s Light and Mother’s Love can Stand 

Revealed.   

In a Discourse given to the EGA  ‘9 Introduction Alchemy Class Born of the Virgin Of Christ St. 

Germain 20200131’, 

Lord Melchizedek said this that will help you to reflect upon the place where so many Dear 

Humans Souls remain today.  Yet, within each one you can, if given True Contemplation of 

this Truth, Rise Up in The Name of God and do anything in your Life that your Holy Desire 

wishes.  He Said this about human characteristics; 

“‘Of myself I am nothing.  Of myself I can do nothing’.  This I speak of the present ‘self’ that 

I seem to be.  I am in resignation of this Truth.  I concede, and wave the white flag.  Of myself 

I can do nothing. 

“Then pull the flag back and say: 

“However, … because there is always a ‘however’. 

“However, God in Me can do Everything.  Christ in Me can do Everything.  The Grand Cosmic 

Being hidden for too long within my consciousness can do everything.  And my journey … 

and I say to the world – Do not dare to distract me, because I have Friends Upstairs.”  End 

Excerpt. 

We, Dear Hearts, Are Your Friends Upstairs, figuratively Speaking.  We Are The Ones Who Will 

Be Coming to Walk amongst you Within the New Radiation Temples just as soon as they are 

made manifest upon the Earth, all around the Earth!  No longer will the Etheric Temples Be 

Etheric, no longer shall the Etheric Cities remain Etheric.  And that is why We are eager Now, 

to see each of you as the Flagpole that will Fly the Banners of the New ‘I AM’ One World 

Nation where your New Lives Will be the Winds that shall Fly This Truth of the Presence of 

God Life within your Everyday Lives. 

Imagine for a moment that there is a flag-pole tall and strong with a flag attached to it.  What 

is on the flag is of no consequence for the moment!  The flag blows in the wind, fluttering 



away.  It follows the prevailing wind, sometime to the south, sometimes to the north and at 

other times to the east and west.  Its form takes on that which the strength of the wind 

induces.  Full flight is a strong firm wind, a flickering of form is a breeze.  But this flag cannot 

stand the course of time, eventually it shows signs of wear and tear and will eventually 

become thread bare and disintegrate.   

On the other hand, we have the mast itself.  Strong and rigid, firm in its form and it remains 

in position and focused no matter what the prevailing wind.  It’s all roundedness creates little 

resistance to all weathers, even hurricanes and storms.  It may sway a little, but in general it 

remains firmly rooted to the ground, stands pointing upwards with a determination to 

support all flags of all types in all wind directions and intensities. 

What if the New ‘I AM’ One World Nation was not to become the Flag but rather the Flagpole!  

For while one remains the flag, you shall be susceptible to the directions of the winds that 

blow against you!  The winds of change will take many decades, even centuries, but if mankind 

can become the Flagpole that Flies the Truth, Love, Power and Wisdom of the New Flag of 

the ‘I AM’ One World Nation, The Insignia of Its Reality; The Love, Wisdom and Power and 

Its Rightful Use and Applications to All God Life, how quickly the world will change!  Being the 

Flagpole Flying the Flag, for change means that you will eventually penetrate through the 

astral and psychic plane and penetrate through the 9th Dimensional Realms, into the Higher 

Realms, just as Jesus the Christ Achieved in His Ascension.  This, Dear hearts is about following 

the Christ in His Footsteps and not being limited by the 9th Dimensional Realms of Higher 

Mind.  Today the Ascension is possible to the masses in a more balanced state of Higher Mind 

and Higher Heart!  This is the Promise of the ‘I AM’ One World Nation and the ‘True 

Constitution’, that this New Flag, shall bear Witness! 

We will speak more of this Flag in due course, but for now to close this First Discourse I wish 

to share this Introduction That the Angelic Host, in One Voice, made to the Elemental Grace 

Alliance Council, at the Inauguration of the Inception of this Divine Plan on June 5th, 2015.   

Think deeply upon these words for they will both astound and Inspire you, hopefully to New 

Heights of Conscious Awareness that is now expanding a Cross the Event Horizons to offer 

New Perspectives of mankind, for Knowing where they have come from, so they can now 

become aware of where they are going!  So much information is not within the hands of the 

general populace and that is about the change, the course of human history, and this ‘Flag’ 

shall be the ‘Landmark’ that begins this Mighty Endeavour for the Mass Ascension of 

Humanity to Re-Establish, Regenerate and Rejuvenate Their Divine Sovereignty in the Truth 

of Who They Truly Are!  I will return tomorrow, I Am, The Maha Chohan, In your Service To 

Love! 

‘The God Awakening Book - 07 - Introduction - Elemental Grace Alliance Discourses - Angelic 

Host, 5th June, 2015’. 



“We are the Angelic Host, The Angel and The Devic Kingdoms; The Third Group of Beings Who 

entered the Earth’s Evolutionary Plan set up and executed by the Elohim, through Helios and 

Vesta, Alpha and Omega.  Humans and The Elementals were the other two Groups and each 

of Us have held a very particular Fiat from God from its inaugurational beginning with the 1st 

Root Race.  It Is the Angelic Host that has surrounded Earth and humanity with All the Light 

and Love Attributes and Virtues of the Prime Creator, imbuing each and every human Heart 

and Soul at every stage of their progression through their Spiritual growth and development. 

“The Elementals are the Builders of Form Who provide all the material requirements that are 

needed to sustain life and all the abundance of support in its myriad of forms for The 

Expression of God through those forms. This included the very physical bodies of humanity; for 

without The Elemental Realms not a single Atom within mankind would be made manifest.  It 

is humanity who was to forget their connection to God and through their own free will would 

find their way Home.   

“This was the hardest Role of All To Play.  It is said that this was to be an experiment, that 

would provide a new set of experiences for God to Know Him/Her Self-better; it was to see if 

a physical life form i.e., human beings, could create Heaven on Earth ascending with their 

physical bodies intact.  We have come to believe that it is indeed far more profound in 

potentials of thought and deed than was ever expected.  Each Group was to provide everything 

to necessitate the completion of the Original Idea of Earth’s Evolutionary Vision.  But it would 

only ever succeed if We All Worked Together in Unity Consciousness. 

“So, when humanity fell deeper into the illusion of their Fall from Grace, Our Holy Trinity began 

to oscillate and the Divine Axis upon which it began, shifted into unknown and unfamiliar 

physical, emotional, mental, Spiritual and etheric territory to the point that We and The 

Elementals lost all hope for humanity.  We had spent millions of Earth years Honouring Our 

Charters with humanity and God only to find at the last hurdle all We could do was to abandon 

humanity and Earth and leave them to self-destruct.  Yes, We too have felt the pain and 

suffering, distortion and de-figuration, the degradation and pollution that humanity has both 

consciously and unconsciously enforced upon Us.  The activation of the Atomic weapons was 

indeed the straw that broke the camel’s back!  

“We could bare it no longer for We believed that Our Own Evolutionary Path was at risk.  No-

one could have ever known just how far humanity would fall, due to their loss of memory 

and/or arrogance toward Their Own God Self!  Here within this Elemental Grace Alliance 

Council, We All sit within an Open Consciousness Together once again, in Honour of Archangel 

Michael and His unyielding Love and Dedication.  It is such a Joy that fills Our Hearts to 

overflowing.  Bless All Who could see the Bigger Picture and Who have maintained The Purity 

of the Original Vision fully intact.  Ever since Archangel Michael called Us back to Earth after 

Our choice to Leave We have seen a renewed Vision that has reinforced all that We first 

believed in.  Here in this Temple of Grace, around this Table of Light, We once again feel the 



Faith, Trust and an even Greater Rejuvenation and Regeneration of Hope that is a Miraculous 

Blessing from Humanity Itself to Us. 

“This desire to revitalize the Original Holy Trinity Union and Fiat We All had before We walked 

through the Gates of Heaven from the Great Central Sun toward Earth touches the Glory of 

God within Us in a Most enlightening way!  Dearly Beloved Humans, We, The Elementals, 

Devas and The Angelic Host are the Portals of Truth upon Earth and The Light within it 

respectively!  It is through these Portals that you will discover the Lifestreams of the Earth that 

intertwine with the Lifestreams of the Stars and Cosmos. 

“You are being asked to look beyond that which you perceive as your reality; to that which has 

no physical sight or audible sound.  We are Your Spirit for Being All That You Can Be and it 

begins to Expand when focus is concentrated inwardly to Your Inner Voice and Your Inner 

Visions.  This connection with Us is Your Key that Opens these Portals of Truth and Greater 

Knowledge that will allow you to discover Your Freedom as Children of God.  Deep within you 

lies the dormant Attributes and Virtues of The Prime Creator; They have always been there for 

your discovery, and We the Angelic Host and the Elemental Kingdoms have been pointing the 

way to them for millions of years for you. 

“Now you are seeing the Proof of Spirit within your lives when direct contact with your Higher 

Self ‘I AM’ Presence/The God Within is made.  The 3D Earth Plane of existence is not materially 

based, It Is Spirit Manifested; this means you, Beloved Human!  With this We close Our 

introduction and return to Our Seats with the most profound Thanks and Gratitude for this 

opportunity to be here and to partake in such a wonderful Proposal to find new resolutions to 

an age-old dilemma, on a much grander scale.  And So, It Is!” 

BENEDICTION:  Electronic Presence We Are Eternally Grateful to the Central Sun 

Magnets’ Love, It’s Qualities Manifest the Power of Divine Love, the Luminosity, Its 

Infinite Supply and Intelligence.  Raise All Into the Greater Power of the ‘I AM’.   

 


